
MODULE  5 
WORKBOOK



Welcome to module 5!

Let’s summarise what we have covered in this toolkit as a whole. 

You carefully identified all of the triggers that resulted in your dog exhibiting nervous
behaviour. You learned how to muscle monitor in order to clearly identify the
unprocessed emotions behind the nervous behaviour. You then repeated this process
for yourself and then began to make the emotional connection between you and your
dog.  

In yesterday’s lesson we worked through the Emotional Stress Diffusion technique
which created a new neurological environment for processing the trigger situation.
This began to diffuse the emotional intensity out of the stressful situation, allowing the
conscious, reasonable mind to make a new calmer association to the trigger. 

As we have now activated the prefrontal cortex, the part of the brain that moderates
social behaviour and allows logical decision making. This has now created a window
of opportunity for us to introduce some good old fashioned dog training! 

In simplistic terms, your dog should now be calm enough to train! 

We are now going to desensitise your dog to the triggers and teach them new,
positive behaviours. 



Dog Training – the Fear Myth! 

One thing I often hear dog trainers refer to regards rewarding fear.  

If your dog is scared of a thunder storm – ‘Don’t cuddle them, you will reward the fear!’  

This makes no sense on any behavioural or training level. You cannot reward a fear! If
you are scared of spiders and freak out merely knowing one may be close by, you are
not going to become more scared of spiders if I hug you and tell you it is going to be ok.
It will either help calm you or it will have no effect, but it is not going to make you more
scared next time! So let’s get rid of that train of thought and start applying some
sensible, supportive techniques. 

Whilst you can’t reward fear, there are several other options we can use to change how
your dog feels about a situation. The focus will be on changing the environment slightly,
re-introducing the trigger and then building a new, positive association with it. 

IMPORTANT – Timing! 

I will be taking you through some steps for positive reinforcement training. We will
identify what the dog wants most at that particular time and use it as the reward to
encourage a new behaviour. 

The most important aspect of training is timing. You need to deliver your reward at the
EXACT correct time to make sure your dog is clearly understands what it is being
rewarded for. 



Here are some examples of positive reinforcement training in practice. 

Example: Dog Reactivity / Aggression 

Step 1:  
Calm and centre yourself before heading out the dog park. 

Step 2:  
Take your dog logistically to a point where it can see another dog, but far enough away
that it does not react. 

Step 3:  
Encourage your dog in an excited tone of voice to look at the dog . The split second it
looks at the dog, say ‘Yes!’ and give your dog a treat, toy or an enthusiastic pat. 

Step 4  
Repeat, getting your dog to look at the other dog and immediately reward for no reaction. 

Step 5:  
Move closer towards the dog, stop and repeat the process of getting your dog to look at
the other one. Reward. 

Step 6:  
Continue to move closer until you can walk around the other dog without a reaction. 

Key points: 

* If your dog reacts to the sight of the dog at any point, stop what you are doing and
move further away. You were simply too close for your dog to keep emotional control,
and therefore you need to build it up slowly again. Often taking a few steps backwards is
enough to regain control get ready to start again. 

* It is important that you reward your dog the instant he looks at another dog as that is
the thing he needs to make the new association with. Suddenly the sight of a dog
becomes rewarding and your dog’s perception will start to change. If you merely distract
your dog with food or a toy, you are simply avoiding the situation and in some cases you
are winding your dog up with play so when it does finally catch a glimpse of a dog, it
reacts from a much more emotionally aroused place. This will work against you. 



Example:  Separation Anxiety 

Separation anxiety occurs when a dog has not learned to emotionally balance
themselves without the owner being present. This is often because the owner provides
too much emotional support in the way of constant touch, talking or simply physical
proximity.  Here are some steps I suggest: 

Step 1 
Get your dog used to not being too physically close to you all the time. Reward your dog
for settling somewhere that is not too close to you e.g. a few feet away from you instead
of touching you. 

Step 2 
Gradually build up several periods throughout the day where you completely ignore your
dog.  That means no touching, talking to or looking at it. This is a nice safe environment
for you to begin removing attention from your dog without you actually leaving.  Your
dog will slowly feel comfortable with this. 

Step 3 
Ignore your dog for 15 minutes before you leave the house.  This means your dog will
already have emotionally balanced itself to not having engagement with you.  By the
time you leave, the difference will not be so vast and your dog will cope much better.
Only leave the house for 5 or 10 mins to begin with. 

Step 4 
Gradually build up the time you can leave your dog.

Basic Principles 

Whatever the reason for your dog's anxiety the aim with training is to introduce the old
trigger in a slightly different way and then use the trigger as the focus for reward. If this
was a fear of a harness or a noise, you would introduce the noise at a low level or the
harness close to the food bowl etc. Reward for any look or engagement with the trigger. 

The reason this will work after the emotion work we did earlier in the week is because the
stress has been removed to the point where a new, more positive association can be
made.



Re-assessment Time!

Finally, we are now going to reassess your dog's reaction to the old triggers - and
your reaction to your dog's behaviour! 

Only complete this section once you have worked on some of the training aspects
mentioned above. 

 I now want you to rate the intensity of your dogs anxiety or problem behaviour out
of 10.  10 being extremely high. 

1          2          3          4           5           6           7           8           9           10 

I now want you to switch your attention to your own stress levels.   

Sit comfortably and relax. Once relaxed, I want you to think about being in the
situation with your dog when the anxiety is triggered. If this is when a dog
approaches you or when a certain sound is heard then try and make it as realistic
as possible in your head.  See the situation through your own eyes as if you are
experiencing it right now. 

What happens to your stress levels?   

Now rate your stress levels out of 10, with 10 being extremely high. 

1          2          3           4           5            6             7           8           9            10 

Compare the Results 


